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Jill Tremblav

Sister's Hula-Hoop

Those braids clap against your shoulders,

yellow under that gooseneck

lamp, shuffling across your spine

as you rock your hips

with those barbershop spirals,

rattling the way canola oil

coughs on the iron skillet and spits

to the kitchen floor.

Mother's feet always pounded those tiles

in a clog dance, humming as soft

as the way she tossed her body

against Father's chapped skin,

warming in front of our potbellied stove's

swollen stomach. And he pulled off

those clumsy boots you called moon-shoes

before he laughed and dropped

them to the goat's milk-scented tiles

with the same sound of those braids

slapping your shoulders.



Jill Tremblay

George and Sabrina's Meal
after Thomas Hart Benton 'spainting "The Loi^d is My Shephei^d"(1926)

You graze on his collar,

eyes bending to the green cotton

slouching away from his chest.

He will sell firewood today,

wearing this shirt. You will see

the smooth slant of Chilmark's sun

against his clay body as he tugs

his wagon down to Beetlebung Corner.

Only you can hear him,

the stale clang of his throat,

soft like your fork against plate.

You scratch through beach plum preserves,

watching George's hull,

the smell of blackjack oak falling

like a seine with his sloping arms.

His hands are like anchors,

tethering your bodies to the kitchen table.



Jill Tremblav

Punks in T-shirts

We cut shoulderpads from blouses

that flare under streetlamps

like brass instruments. The night leans

back on us with the same pressure

of our left knees propping our feet

against the rusted brick

wall. We stop moving

long enough to let the gritted wind

rub our faces and wrap around

our ankles like nylon.

The pavement cracks at 2 a.m., .-

only we can hear it, the same
needle-scrape sound of a gramophone,

and sometimes we feel strong enough

to lift the whole basketball court

above our heads like one piece

of blackened glass.



Joanna Mullen

I Love Me
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Sara Kaplan

Dreadlocks

The lye unweaves the mane of Hnks that kink.

Un-carve that fouHng whiteness. Dread it up.

Adjust the roots and gnarled they writhe and sway.

A chant to Jah, unbound. And wrapped in cloth,

rewound like hives. Know, overstand. They clasp

a sturdy scalp. Like piles of incense ash

and slices of lime, the locks, a heap.

With ital, nourish harmonic growing

and snake through kaleidoscope patterns, fixed

in swirling, crowning, design. Reject

the streams that crisscross straight, and stringy.

Like exclamation points, they stroke the bangs and screams

of whispering that slithers into prayers.

The dreadlocks, fingers motioning to Jah.
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Sara Kaplan

Elegy for Estelle

New Yorker, Estelle, pumped breath into

the Mickey Mouse waiting-pool, bloating

it with gusto. Frilly bathing-suits, costumes for summer

adorned the grandchildren as plastic pets, packaged

as chirping and wailing fairies. Water bubbled

like a cauldron; Estelle consumed in this theater

toting trays of marshmallow bulging cakes

on the cherub children.

This was Saturday convention of retirement, for Estelle.

This suburban Eden

lay like sugar cubes to be devoured.

The sun peeled back

paint from the deck's pine, laid out in Rennaissance

symmetry.

Estelle's Rotweiler, usurped without a puppy's advantage of

fluff,

plotted hke a heroine addict as he shifted in the tangled

chains

that bound him to the shadowed, splintery deck.

The hound, unshackled his loins,

popping the pool party.

The neighbors hushed,

"she got to take sick and die one of these days."

Quotationfrom Muddy Waters's "Diamonds at her Feet"
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Jaime Henna
Psycho
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Karlena Sakas

Dissertation on a Diagnosis of

Dyslexia

Not to generalize, but you most definitely have dyslexia.

Your primary diagnosis implies an inadequate ability to

function properly.

In case you didn't know, this will label you as perpetually

disabled in all normal learning situations.

Our rationale may entice you to pursue a more concise

clarification of your disorder.

Your primary diagnosis implies an inadequate ability to

function properly.

Your ability to read is problematic, although do not

immediately label yourself as unintelligent.

Our rationale may entice you to pursue a more concise

clarification of your disorder.

Read this article that might help you understand your

imperfect ability to read, write, speak, and listen.

Your ability to read is problematic, although do not

immediately label yourself as unintelligent.

As dyslexia is hereditary, it is no surprise you share the same

perceptual handicaps with your extremely

unsuccessful father.

Read this article that might help you understand your

imperfect ability to read, write, speak, and listen.

Take this report on your faulty phonological process to your

uncaring teacher.

As dyslexia is hereditary, it is no surprise you share the same

perceptual handicaps with your extremely

unsuccessful father.

Your children, should you choose to reproduce, probably will

be inflicted with this disability as well.
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Take this report on your faulty phonological process to your

uncaring teacher.

Those who don't understand and those who don't care will

further examine you.

Your children, should you choose to reproduce, probably will

be inflicted with this disability as well.

In case you didn't know, this will label you as perpetually

disabled in all normal learning situations.

Those who don't understand and those who don't care will

further examine you.

Not to generalize, but you most definitely have dyslexia.
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Meg Fronk
Metamorphosis
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Christina Burroughs

Housekeeping

The chaise lounge holds my body and cradles my head; a

baseball in a pitcher's mitt. A plain glass of sweet tea sits at my
side. The glare in the blank flat screen reflects "Cleanliness is next

to Godliness." I am Mary today. John Grisham's latest book see-

saws on one leg. In a gesture to the restless, my eyelids droop and

I And contentment in rest.

Only on Saturday mornings do I wake at eight. I push

contacts into sleep-filled eyes, tie my hair into a single knot that

will keep through the morning work. Rummaging through the

laundry room's cabinets, I take a new can of Pledge and bottle of

Windex. The head of the Windex hooks through a belt loop; the

Pledge is stuffed into a front pocket. Paper towels are gathered,

and an old t-shirt will serve as a dust rag. Slowly descending the

stairs, I alight on the wood flooring of the keeping kitchen. It needs

polishing, there are scratches where the dog has played; it lacks

luster.

The house has not been cleaned since Saturday of last

week. Mail has gathered on countertops. Paper has been tossed to

the floor when the daily news becomes the past. Dust has settled

in corners, crevices, on top of the hard shell of a beetle I killed on

Tuesday.

The kitchen is always the first to be cleaned. Growing up,

my chore was to clean it. It has become my foundation. Or rather,

it is the first room my parents will see coming down the stairs. The
latter is true.

I wash each pan and put them aside to dry, silently thank-

ing my mother for the two non-sticks she used for Thursday's

dinner. Once the corian countertops are clean, and the stove

scrubbed, I move from room to room with the Lemon scented

Pledge. Table by wooden table, I remove candlesticks, Lladro

sculptures, and Swarovski Crystal. I wipe slowly, in circular

motions. Something about the entire process of watching dust

leave has become calming.

Next are the glass tables. There are only three: one in the

kitchen, one in the living room, one in the library. These I wash
more quickly, they aren't full of spirals or grains like the wood;

what you see is what you get. They are clear of course, but I have
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learned how to lean my body so that when the sun hits the glass, I

can see streaks or dust that has been left behind. Oftentimes,

these particles of imperfection provoke me to wash the entire table

again.

The full bath on the main level has a dark slab of marble

for the countertop. After taking away candles, powder, a gold

napkin tray, and a faux marble soap dispenser, this too is polished.

I turn the gold handles of the faucet and let water run in the sink

for a moment, then wipe it dry with a towel.

The last thing to do is vacuum. My vacuum is not so cum-

bersome as the Hoovers I see. It is only a long serpent whose

mouth kisses the wall. It pushes trash into pipes where it settles

into a containment unit in the basement storage room. This is the

easiest part of my day, sucking up the weeks "small stuff." First

the hard surfaces: the wooden floors of the kitchen, keeping

kitchen and dining room, the marble foyer, the tiled bathroom;

then the soft carpeting of the living room and library, the front and

side stairs are vacuumed.
After everything is clean, the clock reads 9:47. I am tired;

my eyes are red and a bit teary from the chemicals. My skin smells

like . . . work. Finished and satisfied, I put my supplies away and

open the fridge for a drink that might revive me. My eye catches a

pitcher of sweet tea that I made last night. I am too tired for

lemons.
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Amy Mullen

Lacework

I want to straighten my mother's body. I can feel her now,

slouching to braid my hair. Her hips are displaced, one above the

other, the way she listens to Hank Williams in the kitchen late at

night. She has her own sense of rhythm though, as a polka dot

dress gathers just below her knees, like the polyester curtains in

my bedroom, the way they skim the top of the carpet. We live in an

apartment complex in Westchester County. I am fifteen. My
mother is thirty-five, exactly twenty years older than I am. A week
ago, my father was gone by the early hours of the morning. I can

remember waking up that Sunday, and pushing hair from my
forehead and it being hot -- the June heat sticking to me, to my
sleep. I can remember trying to breathe through the thickness of

the air, and the house being quiet. I can remember my mother

sitting at the kitchen table, barefoot, and me being able to feel the

coolness of the linoleum spreading past her feet, and through her

legs. I can remember her staring directly at the wall, and telling

me that my father was gone, that he wanted to move back to

California, to Dunlap where he was born.

I can tell what my mother is thinking by the way she braids

my hair. She reaches over to my head now, with fingers prepared

to twirl and smoothes my hair because she is pushing away signs

of marriage. The sweat from her palm clings to each strand and
she somehow controls it. I sometimes wonder if my mother ever

thinks about the day my father left because I often wonder about

what he looked like, if his forehead was as white as a canvas

against the red of that morning sky. My mother has a picture of

him in her bedroom, wedged between a mirror and a dresser. He is

standing in front of our mailbox, poised, his loose arms hanging on

the outsides of his thighs, the way he looked when he came home
from work, from the recycling factory in the city.

I can remember that certain smell of burning glass rising

from his skin and the way my mother would call from the front

porch to have him by her side.

"Charlie," she would say.

My father would look to her.

"Tell me a story."

My mother folds my hair because she remembers the way
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my father used to swing a jacket over his shoulder when he would

leave for work in the mornings. I sometimes think I can hear that

sound again, the whipping of his jacket, of the door closing, of him

leaving that Sunday a week ago. Immediately I am ten again, and

he is frying eggs, in brown corduroy shorts, bleached white socks,

and loafers. I look to him.

"My father once taught me how to tie a bandanna, Jesse,"

my father says.

I look to him again, the shape of his head, and can imagine

the way a handkerchief would hang from it.

'Tou pull each end, so there is pressure between your

fingers."

We stand several feet apart on checkerboard linoleum.

"Would you like me to teach you, Jesse?"

I nod, as he folds a clean dishtowel into a triangle, one

corner meeting the other. He begins to twirl this cloth around my
head, and his movements are as natural as breathing, against a

backdrop of white cabinets and drawers, against my head.

"Have I ever told you about when I was a child in Califor-

ma !

I can imagine him looking like me, the smallness of him.

"I used to try and stretch my arms around a sequoia to meet

my hands on the other side. You remember where I lived, right?

Dunlap is a small town, but it's near Sequoia National Park, one of

the oldest parks in the United States. Do you know what a sequoia

is? It is bigger than any tree in Westchester. Bigger than any tree

in the world."

His hands smooth the top of my head, and I know this is his

way of telling me he is done with my bandanna. I keep thinking of

those sequoias, and the way his face would press against the bark.

I think I can smell the sweetness of it, almost like leather or

honey.

"You know, Jesse, my father didn't want my to leave Cali-

fornia. He thought I was too young. He wanted me to stay, and

work in the family business with him. I started working in my
father's store when I was your age. We sold everything. That's

where I met your mother. When I saw her, I guess I was deter-

mined to leave, Jesse."

My mother stands in the doorway of the kitchen, arms

stretched, from one side of the frame to the other, as if she is going

to push away the whole house in one quick movement. She is
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calling my name.

"Jesse," my mother says.

I get up from where I am sitting at the table, with the

dishtowel wrapped around my head. We meet halfway across the

floor.

"What has your father done to you, Jesse?"

She reaches over to my head, and slides the dishtowel from

it.

"You look like your father with that on."

My father turns from my mother, to face the window above

the sink. I watch my mother, and it seems as though she never

turns from my father. Her gaze is unending, and it hits him with a

purpose, the way my mother would strike matches, wanting to see

sparks fly. Her eyes could break the walls of this kitchen. My
father will tell her years from now that he is ready to leave, to

move back to California, to fit his arms around those sequoias he

so often dreams of in his sleep.

But I am here with my mother braiding my hair, and a

week ago my father left us while we slept. My mother swings each

strand of my hair into a Dutch formation, and thinks the holes in

my braid look like the gaps in his teeth. With a slight twist of her

wrists, I am six again, and she is guzzling carrot juice, as she sits

in a wicker chair. My mother is beautiful in my father's camel coat,

and she smoothes my head of tousled hair, as I wait Indian-style

beside her knees. My father has just returned from working in the

recycling factory thirty minutes away.

"Tell us a story," my mother says.

My father looks to her, the way he looks to no one else. He
stands there, leaning against a pillar that takes on the weight of

the house, where the porch meets the first step.

"Charlie, please." .: •

"Do you remember when we rode to Savannah?" he says to

her.

My mother smiles, the way she whispers to my father in

bed late at night. I listen to them sometimes, from the doorway of

their bedroom, that certain whistle of voices carries me to sleep.

"This was before you were born, Jesse. I sold portraits of

your mother in Savannah, on the corner where Billy Bob's Restau-

rant was. Do you remember? You wore a leather cowboy hat, and

we ate barbecue at all hours of the day."

I look to my mother, to the expression on her face, and it
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blooms like the zinnias in the backyard of the complex, the ones

she smells from time to time. I understand that she married my
father just for those talks, of days past.

"The more paintings I sold, the longer we stayed. I sold

every one of those portraits. I thought I was an artist. I was wrong.

I wasn't an artist. Your mother was just beautiful."

She is beautiful, my mother, and I can imagine her being

eighteen and meeting my father. I think she loved him, the way I

loved his voice, when he talked about his childhood. I know my
mother wanted to get married. I know this because of the way she

braids my hair now. I know this. My hair is brown and coarse, and

it gives way to static, but my mother still somehow controls it. She

wets her hands because they are dry as the bathroom sink caked

with soap. They make a rustling sound against my head, and

sometimes it hurts, beacuse she is telling me about all the prob-

lems there were in the marriage -- the pressure of her hands

against my scalp. I suppose she lost part of herself in the mar-

riage, the way she lets strands of hair slip through her fingers. She

used to say my father's hands smelled like almond, and I think she

bathes in that smell, all over her body. With every swing, my
mother turns my hair into lacework, like the fabric she fingered in

Dunlap where my father was a clerk in his father's store.

"That's what I remember most about your father, Jesse. I

used to watch him, the way his hair hung across his face like

branches, the way his clothes were one size too big, the way he sold

everything in that store for me," she says to me.

Sometimes I wonder what he is doing right now, and if he is

wondering the same about me. I will ask my mother someday

about the power in my father's voice, but now is not the time. She

is finished with my braid, and she no longer slouches to touch me.

I have this urge to run, and I find myself already down the street --

my braid smacking the back of my neck. My mother is calling after

me, but all I hear is the power in my father's voice, that certain

whistle in my sleep.
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Arney Walker

Upside Down
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Leia Manuel
Elegy for Ignorance ofWar

Ten at night, in a choir room

with tiers of empty chairs

and a black Kawai baby grand,

I sing three-part harmony
with one girl from Slippery Rock;

another from Arlington.

We are twenty, and the song is

"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy,"

but it's not 1941. Our hair

is dull and unstyled, our faces

bare and blemished,

our figures buried in sexless t-shirts

and slumping jeans.

Yet from these throats

that sometimes still trumpet

the crude outbursts of childhood,

spills the silk of female sorrow

and sturdiness, the thread

that fastens history.
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Leia Manuel
How to Write a Dramatic Monologue

Finished, you say? Delete all

but the last line, which will now be the first.

You have just begun.

Picture the chestnut face

of Frida Kahlo, duplicated shrewdly

on the necks of mothers, infants,

and drag kings. Be seven again,

modeling ghastly 70s flowers

and ballgowns brittle with shelf-life

while your grandma emcees. Read Ai until entrails collect

in the corners of your dorm room. Smell the sweat

in Sharpton's socks, feel Dali's deep scalp itch, zoom in

on the eyelet trim of Bundy's bedsheets. Fit your feet

to the Belleville boots, silver stilettos,

and dinosaur slippers of villians.
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Joales C. Murk
Doppleganger Reflection

Have parents that will buy you anything.

Have long silky hair like a spider's web.

Have a ball running around in autumn,

What with changing leaves, hoary frosts, and expansive

webs.

Cold toes and athlete's foot create stagnant smells,

Overwhelming,

The thought of one more day of

Practicing with her.

Her prayers seep into the back of the pillow.

I can still hear her humming our sick sad melody.

Sick sad melody

Raging upon my soul-tattered heart

Alone,

Wasted and wearing away
The reflection of youth.

Moose abuse-hangman's noose,

It's only Tuesday,

But let's all get loose

Like a long-necked goose

Trapped like Charlie in 'Nam.
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Mary Tassone

Charles in Reflection
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Jenna Evans

No Longer Safe Behind Closed

Drawers

Fruit of the Loom (3 for under $5) or Victoria's Secret

bejeweled (in excess of $500,000). Made in Sri Lanka, Morocco,

Israel, Phillipines, and the USA.

cotton smothers children's butts nylon constricts that mother's

pooch add some spandex for stretchy comfort satin for that sex

kitten next door leather shrinks when it gets hot, be careful it

might not come off lace ohh that sexy half sheer kind pale yellow

putting some spring in that butt fuschia brings the bing to his

cherry sable slips nicely under a pair of Earl jeans turquoise puts

that clear ocean right down your pants red calls for that fireman to

come running with his trusty Dalmatian prints of childhood floral

palm trees bubbles stripes diagonal vertical horizontal they are

just going to end up crumpled on the floor leaving you to find your

choice position animal skins people used to wear real ones we

paint them now snake zebra tiger leopard hzard today studded for

those of us who want SPANK written in metal on their butts

Thursday Saturday Monday Friday Wednesday for kids or those of

us who can never remember the day of the week don't forget they

don't make Sunday at least that's what Meg Ryan said in When

Harry Met Sally.

Briefs, bikinis, thongs, string, high-cut, edible, or granny style.

Most women have at least one pair, most likely a favorite, and

never the same. So many choices.

Panties. I myself have enough to avoid doing wash until I

go home for breaks from college. But for some reason I continue to

purchase more. There is always a new style, material and espe-

cially color that I just wouldn't be able to survive without. What

woman can pass up the temptation of five cotton Victoria's Secret

panties for $19.99? I know my mother wishes that I could. She

claims I have more panties than both she and my sister do, but she

doesn't even see my complete collection when I come home.

Every time I ask for new panties, she says that first I must

throw out the ones which the new undies will replace. That should
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be easy, right? Colors must have faded, elastic bands too stretched

out, or pairs ruined by the good old womanly curse. But even

though all of these fates exist in my collection, I can't stand to

throw them away. I don't even wear them, but they have to remain

in a drawer, in case I need them. The young Pharaoh

Tutankhamun was buried in 1352 BC Egypt with 145 loincloths.

He certainly had me beat in his stock for the afterlife. See, Mom? I

am starting to create my supply for the afterlife. There's my new
justification.

If I were a pair of panties, I would feel used. Have you ever

thought about how many times you wear one of underwear in its

lifetime? Because I have twenty pairs of panties left and it is a few

days from the end of the month, I figure that, at the most, I wear

each pair of underwear once a month. But I will wash particularly

favorite pairs so I can wear them for special occasions. My favor-

ites probably get worn more than twelve times a year.

Panties probably have phobias of behinds. I know I would,

always wondering whether the bottom they cover has grown since

their last encounter, how long this intimate visit will last, and

what exactly it will entail. Panties know their owners more inti-

mately than anyone else could. People keep their secrets in their

panties. I'm glad mine don't have a voice.

I sat in my small wooden chair, hand raised, stretching and

trembling in an attempt to catch Mr. Hamburg's attention. My
most vivid memory of first grade at Emmanuel Lutheran School, in

Alexandria, was of this moment. Legs adorned in white knee socks

and saddle shoes crossed tightly, twitched as I tried desperately

not to have an accident. Finally, Mr. Hamburg recognized my
raised hand. This was not an immediate solution to my dilemma,

because in this first grade class the giant four-eyed teacher made
you recite the alphabet before you could go to the bathroom. What
idiot expects a six-year-old to hold it all the way through the

alphabet, especially the letter "P," and in front of the entire class,

no less? Mr. Hamburg did.

Well, I didn't even make it to the letter "F' before my Tues-

day cotton panties and red plaid jumper sat in an amber pool on

my wooden chair. After completing my recitation, I informed Mr.

Hamburg that I no longer needed to visit the ladies' room. He
didn't seem to understand but continued on with class. I was just
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glad the cupped-out seat prevented my accident to piddle onto the

floor. I sat completely still until recess when I had no choice but to

tell my teacher of the incident.

And so I took my first trip to the office. They called my
mother and instead of the punishment I expected for my inability

to control my bladder, I was handed a luxury. Pink satin panties.

The preacher's daughter was in heaven. Prior to that day, my little

bottom had only been cupped by cotton Jockey undies, and al-

though the pink panties were only on loan, my young mind

wrapped in braids and bows had become acquainted with a future

addiction to pretty panties.

Some people really have addictions to underwear that could

require professional help. Supposedly, some woman from Virginia

had noticed that the underwear she hung out to dry on her clothes-

line were disappearing. After this occurrence repeated itself

enough to leave a serious dent in her panty provisions, the woman
decided to put surveillance on her panties. Her videotape captured

a man, later determined to have been passing by on his magazine

delivery route, who stealthily sHpped into the yard and snagged

about six pairs of panties blowing in the wind. Personally, I would

have guarded my underwear a little better.

Another man owns a lamp whose shade is created by under-

wear. He thought it would be a good conversation piece. Um, sure.

So he seems to prefer the romantic glow of panty-light to candle-

light? I don't know if I could really hold much of a conversation

with that man. I love my panties, but I don't want to talk about

them to people with whom I need an icebreaker to converse. Is that

what I am doing with this piece?

Although I don't use panties as a tool for interior design,

they are useful as a mood-setter. My panty collection has a wide

variety of materials, patterns, and styles. My mood or hope of

mood affects the choice I make in the morning for the day. Most

people probably choose their outfit out for the day and then wear

appropriate underwear to prevent panty-lines. Many people say

that they wear their hearts on their sleeves. I must admit that I

keep my heart hidden in my pants. I decide whether I want to feel

seductive in a mint-floral sheer lacy thong or revert to childhood

soft cotton bikinis with little purple flower patterns before I even

consider my outer attire for the day. Some women choose their

panties for comfort, others for personal aesthetic, and some for the

chance they might entice and seduce a desirable partner. Who
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needs a power suit? I've ^ot my power panties! They are my secret

weapon. No one has to know that 1 have super comfortahle, slinky,

stretchy baby blue bottoms on, but they are key to my outfit.

If I have put off wash too long and end up wearing ill-fitting

faded panties, I know it, and this bothers me all day. 1 know that

you are always supposed to wear a clean pair of panties in case

something happens, but that isn't what irks me. Seriously, if 1 get

into some horrible accident where some stranger is stripping off

my panties, the least of my worries is whether he or she thinks my
lemon and lime satin panties are pretty or clean. I don't wear

underwear to please anyone but myself. I won't go buy panties

because my boyfriend likes a color or cut. Of course, if he bought

them for me, I might be coaxed into wearing them. Supposedly,

men prefer satin or lace panties. Well, I am sorry, but satin slips

and sags, and lace itches and snags. No thank you, I will stick with

cotton or whatever the new material Body by Victoria is made
with. They are always comfortable and I can still get fun colors

and prints.

On one particularly miserable day of my sophomore year at

Sweet Briar College, my roommate Alicia and I found ourselves in

Victoria's Secret. In order to console our downtrodden spirits,

Alicia bought a sparkly black thong for herself and a matching

silver one for me. It is amazing what a new pair of panties can do

for your day. You don't even have to be wearing them; the mere
thought of their potential lying in my underwear drawer just puts

a smirk on my face.

Women try to fit into sizes that aren't quite right just

because they want that color or pattern, and panties get very

stretched. Do they think that stretched ill-fitting panties are sexy?

You see, panties alone, sitting in a pile of the spring pastel colors

in Victoria's Secret aren't sexy; it's the women who wear the pant-

ies that are sexy. Society forgets that all too often. Panties

crumpled up at the foot of a bed aren't sexy unless they have been

peeled off of their female owner.

Up until the eighteenth century, underwear was only worn
by the wealthiest of nobles. But with the invention of linen, linge-

rie elitism made way for mass under-wearing. This made the life

expectancy of peasants rise because they became less prone to

bacterial disease and infection. But in order to assure class divi-
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sions, the aristocracy drove underwear to more expensive heights

with the introduction of corsets and bloomers, made from richer

material. Class continues to delineate itself beneath our pants and

skirts. All underwear serve the same hygienic purpose, so what is

the difference between Jockey and Victoria's Secret? Basically, the

name on the band (Jockey's bands are scalloped too), and the

higher price and more advertising of the Victoria's Secret label.

Yet, I will still only buy Victoria's Secret. There are a few stray

Jockey's in my underwear drawer, but they are last resorts,

doomed to be period panties that I don't care if I ruin. I guess I try

to hide my inner snob in my pants.

A new trend lately is to wear underwear as outerwear. I

think this is highly unattractive. A thong over jeans? I mean
really! Or, pants that sit so low that the panties practically jump

out of the back? This is only a passing fashion phase, but it cer-

tainly signifies that our society has forgotten the concept of

underwear's hygienic importance. Instead, we seem to only see

underwear as the final gatekeeper of sex, a chastity belt for a very

unchaste society.

In the days of Victorian prudery, the human body was so

concealed that mystery alone contributed to a sense of eroticism.

Today, the body is pretty damn bare. Over the years, underwear

has been associated with modesty ... or with the lack of it. Panties

are inextricably associated with morality, sensuousness, cleanli-

ness, sexuality, hygiene and - sometimes - even social status. How
did a piece of cotton with three holes and an elastic band become

such a complex and ever-changing aspect of life? My mom says

that the only complicated thing about underwear is that you buy

them in pairs, but you get only one. The people wearing the pant-

ies are the complications.
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Emily Johnston

Untitled
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Elise Arnold

Untitled
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Katie Wilson

Quiet Night In

Something in the way the room flickers

blue and then bright gray through the thin nylon curtains

tells me the couple upstairs is almost asleep.

From where I've stopped on the sidewalk,

I can only see a strip of cotton tapestry

pinned to the wall.

I think their whole apartment must be like this:

smelling of sandalwood, smooth mahogany furniture

they bought at a flea market and refinished together.

I imagine so hard it must be real;

right now they are underneath the covers

toppled over in a lazy embrace,

barely watching the television through their eyelashes.
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Amy Mullen

Blistered Tongue
after Debra KangDean s "Back to Back "

Last August my husband had given me a moonstone.

I have worn this ring of iridescence

framed in sterling silver beads, accented with gold corners,

and loose around my finger.

My husband even purchased a periwinkle overshirt for me
with depressions

as deep as waffle holes.

But that is not why I preferred him to stay.

It is when he is farming at eighteen with his father

and is forever wanting to be a soldier,

like his father, to see who's stronger;

however many sacks of feed he lifts he still cannot hold

a gun. I've watched him

to see his dirty blond hair hang like banyan branches.

We are neighbors in Helena

and my back flattens against the hood of my car,

his body up to my nose, the way I test my mother's saffron

tea.
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Nicole McDaniel-Carder

Jardin de Luxembourg. Hiver,

Unless rain has a scent,

there were no smells in the garden.

Not moldy, musky, even earthy-

just wet. Leaves shivered and fell

from high perches in the parallel rows

where gusts of wind tumble and stagger.

They saw winter coming for weeks.

On the ground, leaves cling together

like soggy newspaper. She shuffles by,

grey hems turning dark charcoal.

Even cream buildings look like cement,

reflecting rainy skies and damp
pant legs. She turns, says:

"It looks like a Matisse gone sour,"

and keeps walking; head bent, cheeks red.

There are no children today, no small

bateaux in the fountain, no French voices.

Puddles form on the map of the world--

a photography exhibit. She longs to go

splashing and wading in the oceans,

through the world in one, fell, wintry, swoop.

Doesn't, brushes away slivers of ice

collecting on her eyelashes and
in the folds of her wool scarf.

She spies a pigeon above, circling--

searching for signs of life. It flies past,

she keeps walking, mistaken for a statue.
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Arney Walker
Streamline
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Jill Tremblay

Early June Peas

I see Buddy Holly in the slow drop of your rod tip to water.

We sit in my father's fraying lawn chairs. You say the loose

threads scratch and tickle your legs. I tell you your grandpa

bought them the year before the Minnesota Valley Canning Com-

pany officially changed its name to Green Giant. And fourteen

years later Grandpa and Grandma developed a pattern with those

chairs. It was the year Green Giant came out with the first mush-

rooms in a glass jar.

Grandpa would always come home after seven from the

cannery. We would eat dinner, probably something using those

new mushrooms, maybe beef stroganoff. And after Grandma did

the dishes they would pull their already-old lawn chairs out to the

middle of the backyard. Grandma would twist her dishtowel over

his knuckles to cool his skin. And they would watch the bats

dipping behind the roof of our shed. I would always look at them
from my bedroom window. I would press my nose against the

screen and watch the slope of their shoulders. I always wondered

what they saw out there. I knew it couldn't just be the bats. You
smile and rock your heels forward, dragging the chair with you as

you reach your fingers for the water.

You lean into your reel like Buddy into his Fender

Stratocaster. I remember the night I realized my parents weren't

watching something out there, they were waiting. On June 6th,

1963, he came walking out of our shed like he owned the place. His

fingers curled to gang hooks around his pick, I could almost see the

tightness of his elbow, the way it was as round as my knee.

Grandma and Grandpa stood up from their lawn chairs. Grandpa
held out his hand, and Buddy stuck his pick in his teeth so they

could shake hands. Then Grandma flung her arms out, and Buddy
let his head fold into her neck. She wrapped her arms around him
and his guitar.

You ask me if he was cr5dng. I tell you Buddy probably had
that loose feeling in his spine. And all he could do was bend for-

ward to Grandma's body. And her hands probably felt like anchors

on his back, tethering his body to her neck. She had this way of

making her arms seem like the ground even if she had you up in

the air. That's my first memory, being in Grandma's arms. She

would toss me up in the air like a sheet. And I would fall down to

her shoulder and stay there, my forehead pressing into the brown
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hair at the back of her neck.

Grandpa started walking towards the house, and I crouched

down behind the curtain. I let my chin rest up against the window-

sill and never took my eyes away from Grandma and Buddy's

embrace. Grandpa came back from the house with a third lawn

chair. And the three of them sat out there for the whole night. I fell

asleep watching the backs of their heads.

You strum your fishing line and troll, pulling your red-

tailed lure alongside the belly of our pontoon. In front of you, the

sun blends Wasson Lake to a sheet of copper. The red tail jumping

along the waves almost disappears with the sky and water. You
ask me what they were talking about all night. You say they

couldn't just sit out there in the dark. I tell you they could, and

they did. Buddy just needed to be there. He needed to lean back in

the lawn chair like Grandpa did every so often, letting his heels

rub small pockets into the ground.

Grandpa always said the dirt on his feet and Grandma's

dishtowel wringing water on his hands were better than aloe for

his skin. He always said he was afraid to hold you when you had
that colic and he had to watch you for the day. I can picture him
holding you, his arms warped around your kneecaps. He rocked on

the bumps of his feet with your neck against the hook and button

of his overall's strap. When you cried, he said your colic scalded his

face like a steam blancher. And when you folded your mouth into

the bend of his arm, he was worried that you could feel his skin.

He always said his skin was never quite as smooth as early June

peas. And maybe in the curve of his arm you tasted brine and tin

cans.

You tell me that Grandpa's hands smell like glue. I ask you

if you knew Grandpa made plates. Whenever he wasn't behind a

steam blancher, or filling tin cans with brine at the Green Giant

Company, he would be in our garage. Grandpa could make plates

that were as white as eggshells. And Grandma would rub her

hands on the new plates. She pulled her finger over the rim the

way she would slide her finger along the walls of our house. And
the walls were always this certain yellow pigment that I can never

remember.
You ask me what happened to Buddy. Of course he wasn't

there when I woke up. I found myself curled against the wall

under my window, the curtain moving back and forth against my
legs. I jumped up and looked outside. Three lawn chairs in a row.

But Buddy was gone, and I knew it. In that moment I hated my
parents for not calling me down to meet him the night before. I
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hated them for keeping Buddy Holly all to themselves.

Grandpa started making plates with Buddy's face on them.

I know he loved painting the horn-rimmed glasses on the most. He
had perfected Buddy's face down to a few quick strokes. But he

never showed me those plates. I had to sneak into the garage

before he came home from work. He would always have a few

propped up on his workbench. And 1 would pick them up. I always

had to balance a plate in one hand. A plate never really feels like a

plate until its bottom rests flat against your palm. There is this

weight in the exact center, and it pushes against your hand. And
out towards the edges of the plate, there is only a slight press

against your fingertips, and then there is this gentle lift upwards.

The rim seems to be pulled by some force. Only when I feel that

push and pull on my palm do I know that I'm holding a plate. And
Buddy stared up at me, smiling and strumming his Fender

Stratocaster.

Grandpa stores them in cardboard boxes now, in the corner

of his basement. He doesn't know I know they're there. I figure

there are about 325 Buddy Holly plates. All eggshell white. And I

felt like Grandma the time I opened those boxes and rubbed those

plates, letting their curves cool my skin.

In secret, I fell in love with Buddy. I tried to remember
everything about that night I watched Buddy sit with my parents.

I wanted to know everything I could about the way he was Buddy.

Maybe he walked out of our shed like John Wayne. I read that he

saw The Searchers forty-three times. I know that after he shook

hands with Grandpa he took the pick out of his mouth and slipped

it into his hiding place. I heard that an executive director of the

Fender Museum of Music and the Arts found a white pick wedged

under the bottom edge of Buddy's pick guard. I wanted to know
these movements. The way he would slide his spare pick.

But what I really wanted was to be Maria. I wanted to have

the grief she felt. The way the loss of Buddy still weighed in her

body, making her bones feel like they wanted to drop to the

ground. She lived now by a balance of carrying and dragging her

body. Maybe when Buddy fit his head into the bend of Grandma's

neck, he thought of Maria. He thought of all those times he would

come home to her after singing his mouth to a stale clang. He
would fall into her arms and forget the push of his feet on the

ground. He would lean into her and loosen the gravel-scratch of his

jawbone.

You let your right hand drop from your reel. I watch the

way your arm swings by your side, the sharp threads of the lawn
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chair brushing against your wrist. Your blue sleeve falls around
your arm like the sheets Grandma would throw into the air and
collapse around our couch, keeping us cool in the summer. And
Grandpa would come inside on Saturdays, a break from making
the Buddy plates, and stretch himself out on the sheet, his head
and feet pushing against the couch's arms. I would find him there,

his knuckles hitting the floor. And I would touch the pad of his

palm and wonder about Buddy. I would wonder if Grandpa
thought making those plates would bring Buddy back, or if those

plates would keep him away.

You ask me if Buddy went back to his wife. I tell you it

might have hurt him too much to see her married to another man.
He would see her and her husband's three kids. And he would
think about the child they should have had together, the baby she

miscarried after Buddy's death. I tell you I don't know where
Buddy went. Maybe he left our shed and just continued walking

around the Midwest. But he would have walked around with that

feeling of Maria wrapping her arms around him. He would have

remembered the way they would walk together, his elbows covered

like plums by her palms. And he would have wanted to smooth his

fingers across Maria's face, and hide at her forehead, under hair

lifted by that dry wind of Lubbock, Texas.

The sun burns in front of you, and I reach my hand up to

cover my eyes. You shout, and laugh, and say you caught one. You
reel it in, and scoop your arm over the side of the pontoon. You
pick up the weight of the fishing line, pulling up against the sun-

light. And your hand, a shadow-puppet fish, points its nose to the

open mouth of a black sunfish. And maybe you tap and squish your

flip-flops on green boat carpet to the rhythm of "That'll Be the

Day." You have legs as slim as Buddy's. And in your face I can see

that long and thin angle of his cheekbones. Maybe one day I will

tell you about your father. And we will drive down to Lubbock,

Texas, to visit the Buddy Holly Center.

I tell you I will always remember June 6th, 1963, as the

night Buddy Holly came back to us. And his music was alive in

that silence. I figure in the middle of the night Grandpa went
inside and brought out a can of early June peas. And the three of

them sat there, spooning peas into their mouths. Buddy was
probably starving; he hadn't eaten since the end of the Winter
Dance Party on February 3rd, 1959. I know he walked that dis-

tance from the frozen wheat field near Clear Lake, Iowa, to our

shed in Le Sueur, Minnesota. 133 miles.
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Meg Fronk
Descending ^
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Erica Munkwitz
The Weight on a Foreleg

I.

One day you looked at me
the way you played

the cello.

The bow slipped

between your taut fingers,

cascaded down the strings.

Your fingertips were slick

with rosin

off the fingerboard,

left damp runners

on the ebony.

I saw the rest

in your eyes,

hovering between half notes,

one sharp, one flat.

11.

One day I looked at you

the way I breathe

Montana.
Barbed wire dug into the pads

of my thumbs, as I watched you

inhale the mahogany
and slide your fingers down
the metal strings

so you could feel the unwinding slivers

jab into the cowlicks of your fingerprint.

The shift of a horse

beneath me was all I knew
of your grace,

at the pitch of a gallop

when all the weight
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rests on one slender foreleg.

III.

It rushed out

when you couldn't find the ruts

on your fingerboard

the way I held the stirrup

and settled into the saddle.

On lone nights,

I hear the cello

in the strike of hooves

against slate and shale.

I never loved you

because it was right.

I just loved you.
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Erica Munkwitz
Sazerac

Sazerac: a New Orleans cocktail made by blending two

ounces rye and three dashes bitters, ice-cold

Blackened jazz

and Peychaud's bite,

chilled glass crusted with sugar

curds and a last sticky lick of Pernod

on the rim. Heat like sin, dagger of rye

whiskey, and a bitter lemon

twist, helixed like the St. Louis cemeteries, dead

ends, crumbling walls and vaults lit

by votives and wisteria. Rusty

wrought iron like curls,

breath of Marie Laveau, blown

powder off street corner beignets. Sassafras

file and crawfish, cling

of pheromones, feather plumes, and pistols

against flesh, masked
balls and nights crawling with schooners'

smugglers, pirates, and gamblers' aces, slaves'

rebellions in the sugar islands. Old absinthe

bayous of cypress and Spanish moss, smudged
fingerprints on streaked glass, closing

time. Gilded

rind of lemon,

unraveling.
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Melissa Rudder
A Revelation
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Megan Ogilvie

Measuring My Life By Trees

Auchinburn Creek winds its way through our farm. It

gurgles up, Hke an infant's laugh, from an aquifer high up in the

hills, and from there, begins its slow slide through the valley. It is

an old creek and will curve, in places, in tight serpentine loops.

Farther downstream, it will unbraid and become a girl's liquid lock

of black hair, coursing over clutters of rock, through tangles of

sticks and down sheer slopes of stone.

My favorite stretch of creek lies between two old, tired

pastures. Here, the creek is tired too from its travels through the

valley and flows idly through the green pastures. Along the banks,

on both sides of the creek, are black willows. These are great, old

trees that grow side by side for several acres, their branches join-

ing together as if they were holding hands. Willows are crooked,

angular trees with long, brittle twigs and slight, narrow leaves.

These leaves, unlike many tree leaves, are green on each side -- a

pale, dry green, the color an old, used dish mop.

The Swedish naturalist, Linnaeus, the father of modern
botany, named the willow after the trees in the psalms upon which

the Children of Israel hung their harps. In the early summer,
when June breezes shake the millions of willow leaves into a

frantic dance so that they look like silvery scales of quickly darting

brook trout, I can imagine that our small creek is also the river of

Babylon by which the Children sat down to weep as they remem-
bered Zion.

If you walk downstream, along the creek banks bordered by

black willows, after several minutes, you will come across the

gravel drive to our house. Here, the creek slips under an old bridge

and continues its way through Dundas Valley, over ledges of

limestone, by the red gristmill and under the watchful eyes of the

children who poke sticks into its clear waters. Our drive curves

suddenly to the right off of Old Martin's Road and there, at the

entrance to our farm, are two wrought iron gates, painted black

each spring by my grumbling brother. These gates are always open

and have been thickly covered by curling vines of wild grapes.

Eastern Red Cedars grow by the gate. In winter, when they

are half covered by snow, they look like bent, old women huddled

over a stove. Their bark is dry and shreddy, and can be peeled off

the trunk in strips, as if peeling dead skin off a child's sunburned

back. The bark is fragrant; a singular scent that is dry and earthy,

yet when breathed in deep, will burn the back of your throat with

its strength. The fruit of Red Cedars is globular, hard, grey-green
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berries that are not only food for over fifty species of birds, but are

also the perfect pebble-shaped ammunition for my brother's sling-

shot. Often, as I pass through the clumps of cedars, I can hear the

long, low call of a mourning dove in the branches above my head.

Less often, but much more pleasant, is the quick, clear whistle of a

bobwhite, who calls his own name as he scutters among the fallen,

dried needles of the cedar trees.

Our drive passes over the creek, crooks to the left and

begins a long, slow climb uphill to the barnyard. Along the sides of

the drive are the trees that my grandfather planted when I was as

tall as the hem on his red winter coat. He planted tulip trees and

great flowering magnolias, alternating them at intervals of twenty

paces up the drive. He told me, then, that these tall, straight trees

would be even taller and straighter when my children would play

under their branches.

After the long climb up the drive, you will come upon our

barnyard where seven black locusts stand in the middle of the

yard, keeping watch over the area. The drive circles these trees

and then continues up to our white farmhouse. To the left of the

locusts, is the limestone wall my grandfather built by hand, and

the moss covered stone wall up to the front door of the farmhouse.

To their right is the great barn itself, made of granite and pine and

sitting like a contented hen on her clutch of eggs, waiting peace-

fully for time to pass. And straight ahead of the locusts is the drive

shed that holds my grandfather's blue and red tractor, the manure
spreader, the horse trailer, the old wooden toboggans, and the

green John Deere crawler with the yellow snow blade, a villian's

crooked moustache, attached to its front.

I am most familiar with these seven trees. In spring, just

after the last of the brown, winter-worn snow melts away, purple

and white and yellow crocuses poke up from the damp earth

around their roots. The grass always grows thick and green around

these trees and it is here that Caroline and I would bring our

ponies to graze while we rode them bareback, in bare feet and
bathing suits, during the scorching summer days of July that

wrapped its heat around us like Cling Wrap. Here, too, we brought

the little things of the farm, the baby rabbits, the yellow chicks

that scattered like tennis balls in our laps, and the bottle lambs

that followed us around the tree trunks playing games of tag on

wobbly, woolen legs.

These black locusts are old trees and have dark, deeply

ridged bark, much like the skin on my grandfather's neck. Loz-

enges of sunlight sift through their leaves and make patterns on

the thick, green grass at their base. In June, the clusters of their

white, fragrant flowers are visited by swarms of happy bees,
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bumping and buzzing around the tips of the branches, and the

pleasant humming can be heard from all corners of the barnyard.

After a few weeks, the flowers fall in a snowstorm of petals to the

gravel drive and are blown by summer breezes into small, white

flurries of fragrance.

By the shores of the upper lake on our farm is an old apple

tree, worn from the inside out by the passing of time. This North-

ern Spy is grey, wrinkled, and hollow. The wood is all knobs and
lumps and looks like the back of an old mister toad. The entire

trunk of the tree is hollow and can fit a small girl and her dog
inside. She can pretend that it is her house and use the rotten

holes in the trunk as windows and pieces of peeling bark as plates.

It is also the perfect climbing tree because its branches are close to

the ground and grow in twisted contortions that make easy steps

to the top. In October, my brother and sisters and I pick the apples

and have contests to see who can eat an entire apple without

making a face. They are sour and are only good in apple pies and
strudels and turnovers made with plenty of maple syrup and
brown sugar.

It seems, at times, that my life is measured by trees. The
trees of our farm are all familiar, like old friends. When I return

home, I walk among the locusts and willows, the red maples and
the silver fountains of birches, remembering when they were much
taller than I. I have begun to notice now that they are not quite as

tall and much less big around when I hug them. I don't often hug
trees. But when the winds are strong and menacing and there is

danger of losing one, I walk out to them and wrap my arms around
their cool, smooth trunks as if to say "Good luck old friend, I hope
you make it through the night."

When the time comes for me to die, I would like more than
anything else to come back as a tree. Mute and silent in the still of

an autumn afternoon as the sun travels across the ceramic blue

sky, pressing my roots into the earth, I will wait through the

seasons as the universe becomes a bird's feather, flung loose in the

middle of the night.
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Joe Mallov

Home Waters

I am the yellow house that faces upstream

along a narrow mountain cove.

The stream gushes from two high springs

where the water tastes like granite and smells like wet

leaves.

Sometimes the water surges from unwelcome freshets

and unexpected cloudbursts

to seep under my door

into my kitchen

bringing with it the clear yellow eggs of the brook trout

who were left here 10,000 years ago

by retreating glaciers.

The trout are adorned with yellow and blue halos

and bright red underbellies. They rub fin to fin

against the drift

over the cobble

under the half-moon that shines on my green shutters.

The rushing water shakes the stones I rest on.

A child crawls out from

beneath my shrubbery. A black and white dog

licks his face. The dog sleeps

against my clapboards. The boy will sleep

dreaming of the roar and rumble of the mountains

that are washed down to the ocean floor and smelled

by the speckled Char -- an ancient kin to my trout.

The Char will recall the bright star

that shines down the mountain gap

and lights the dancing bubbles

with the memory of

falling leaves

falling snow
falling water
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falling roe.

The smell of hickory seeps from my chimney.

The boy will fin in the stream

until the sirens of deep dark pools below

call his name.

He will turn and swim carelessly

away from my porches.

Beneath the veil of the waterfalls

he will see into the windows of the yellow house

and the ones that struggle there in the swift current.

And on the walls

will be the images he has drawn
of the little dog

looking down the cove

waiting

for his return.
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Megan Ogilvie

Few Lives Are Built So Well
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Ruth Huffman
excerptfrom Hired Help

The boy was perched hke an anxious scarecrow on the

sphntered front stairs in the shimmering white sunhght and

talking to himself in a low throaty murmur. When he heard Mr.

Southerland step out onto the pot-bellied porch, he swiveled

around, glancing up furtively to make sure the gun was no longer

in the old man's hand. The afternoon was pulsing with heat as the

sun scowled and wobbled over the scraggly tree line, trying to

make up its mind whether setting the woods on fire was worth the

effort. Mr. Southerland led the boy down the gravel road towards

the warped barn leaning sadly in a sinkhole. Its sideways posture

mimicked that of a forlorn old woman attempting to stand without

a cane. Mr. Southerland marched so as to appear as energetic as

possible. To enhance the appearance of jauntiness, he kicked up

his feet an extra few inches with every step, which made him trot

with an odd scuttling gait. Drooping along beside him, the boy

trained a blank gaze off into the distance beyond the field as

though there were something there worth looking at, not just a

sickly border of bedraggled cedars.

"What do they call you, boy?" Asked Mr. Southerland in

mid-lurch, nearly forgetting to return his left foot to the ground

before raising the right one.

"Lucas," mumbled the boy without looking at Mr.

Southerland.

Mr. Southerland made a mental note to also instruct the

boy in manners and general courtesy. 'Tou got a last name? Are

you a Stubbs? Or a Underwood?"

"No," snapped Lucas, jerking his head up to stare the old

man straight in the eye. "I'm a Youngblood."

Mr. Southerland was relieved that Lucas wasn't a Stubbs,

as that family had a reputation for thievery and a history of shad-

owy ill doings. The Underwoods weren't as bad in those respects,

but they were still a shiftless bunch, locally renowned for heavy

drinking, an activity which tends to cause frequent absences from

work. Most of them didn't hold jobs, preferring to exist on welfare

checks, and this was a way of life that Mr. Southerland hated with

a feverish passion. The Youngbloods, though, were said to be fairly

honest workers. They pretty much kept to themselves and stayed
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out of everybody else's way.

"I was acquainted with your grandpappy," Mr. Southerland

said. "He used to sell firewood in town."

Lucas shrugged, letting his shoulders slope and his arms

swing listlessly at his sides. "I didn't know him much. He died

when I was real little."

"He was a decent man," Mr. Southerland assured him, "and

he could play a harp pretty good, too. Used to walk around just

blowin' on that thing like there was no tomorrow. You play a harp,

boy?"

"Nope."

Mr. Southerland gaped in mock disbelief. "You don't play

the blues? Bet you don't dance then, neither. Next you're gonna tell

me you don't like watermelons! Well then, what do you do?"

Lucas's jaw stiffened and the jutting precipice of his brow

cast a narrow band of shadow over his eyes, making it look as

though he were blindfolded. "I like music, but I listen to rap."

Mr. Southerland didn't want to appear ignorant by asking

what kind of music that was, so he wisely changed the subject.

"Who's this Yolanda-gal you were lookin' for when you come

up here?"

Watching Lucas from the corner of his eye, he observed that

the boy was strangely graceful in his movements, and Mr.

Southerland was amazed that he didn't trip over his outlandishly

voluminous pants that dragged in the dust like an evening dress.

"Just this girl from school who told me to come,by. Said she

lived right over the hill in a white house, so when I seen your

white house, I figured it was hers."

"She probably meant that whitewashed one back down the

road a-ways," Mr. Southerland explained helpfully. "There's some

live there by the name of Lowman, and I believe they used to work

for Mrs. Randolph Carter doing gardening or something." He
trailed off when he sensed hostility from Lucas, though he had no

idea what had caused it.

Neither of them said anything further until they reached

the crestfallen barn beside which the battered tractor sulked in the

sun. The machine was smaller than most, snub-nosed with bug-

eyed headlights and chipped red and white paint. It was Mr.

Southerland's pride and joy, a relic from the era when farmers had

ruled the country. Now, they were a breed nearly extinct and the

few remaining ones had plunged themselves into debt by purchas-
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ing modern John Deeres that were not half as good as the old Ford.

The best thing about having antique equipment was that he knew
how to repair it himself, and he'd be damned if he'd haul his trac-

tor twenty miles down to the dealership every time something

needed to be fixed. Plus, the new machinery required not only the

mechanical knowledge of how the new-fangled parts worked and

where they were located, but it was also necessary to purchase

additional special sets of tools: oddball-sized sockets and special-

ized wrenches, which of course were just the company's way of

squeezing extra revenue from the Working Man. Mr. Southerland

knew a scam when he saw one.

Lucas loitered in the shade and squinted at the elderly Ford

as though it were alien spacecraft.

"How old's this thing?"

"Older'n you," Mr. Southerland boasted. "They don't make
'em as good as this anymore. Runs just like new."

He pointed at the plow lying impotent among the chaos of

brambles and towering thistles. "I want you to dig around that

there plow and when you got a good trench, I'll pull it out with the

tractor. Spade's over there by the tool shed."

Lucas's expression indicated that he didn't want to get

tangled and scratched up in briars, but he stifled his objections.

Muttering to himself, he stalked over to the ramshackle shed and

snatched the shovel. Before beginning to wrestle with the treacher-

ous weeds, he paused to roll up the hems of his jeans so they

wouldn't get snagged in the thorns. Mr. Southerland remarked to

himself that the boy was smarter than he thought he was. Lucas

attacked the thistles first as though they were mortal enemies,

cursing under his breath as he whacked their heads off their

vicious stems. Mr. Southerland looked on approvingly, admiring

the boy's biceps as they stretched and contracted under the tight

ebony skin.

He remembered when Wesley used to have abundant

muscles, back before he had become a tub of useless guts. Wesley

now just sat around all day as a clerk at Clarke's Heating and Air-

Conditioning in Lynchburg, drawing an insignificant salary to

support his trashy, sullen-faced wife and their ugly and fretful

baby. He recalled with bitterness the bright future he had envi-

sioned for his son as a pilot in the Air Force and then an able and

prosperous farmer fit to run the family farm when Mr.

Southerland died. After Wesley moved to Lynchburg, Mr.
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Southerland had written him out of his will, preferring to leave his

land to an auctioneer rather than Wesley.

Lucas jabbed the dull spade over and over into the forest of

briars growing from the hard-packed dirt, but nature yielded little

to his considerable efforts. The thick bramble bushes were en-

twined in dense, evil knots and, had he been doing the job himself,

Mr. Southerland would have simply set the whole mess on fire, but

he was enjoying watching Lucas work. There was no breeze and

the sun was fierce even though it was late in the day. Mr.

Southerland began to overheat even in the crooked shadow of the

barn and he fanned himself with his hat. He knew the boy could

handle the heat, and it was a well-known fact that Negroes could

tolerate high temperatures better than other people.

He felt like chatting, so he asked, 'Tou know how old I am, boy?"

He screwed his face into a sagging grin and his front teeth

gleamed like yellow pearls.

"Nossir," panted the boy as he hurled the shovel into the ground.

His neck was glistening with fat beads of sweat that dripped down

and soaked into his shirt.

"I'm eighty-eight," Mr. Southerland crowed, "and ain't no

one got the best of me yet! In the Army, if I'd been to officer school,

I woulda been a officer myself, since I knew more about engineer-

ing and such than the whole mess of them put together. But I

wouldn't have a officer job for anything, no SIR, I'd rather be

DOING something. And none of them could handle a gun like me. I

out-shot the rifle range instructors!

Lucas clearly wasn't Hstening, but Mr. Southerland contin-

ued, "I take after my granddaddy. In his time, he was the best shot

anywhere, won in Bristol and Richmond and everywhere he went.

I still got the trophies. He left them to me plus his medal of brav-

ery from the Confederate War. He was a commanding officer at the

Battle of Manassas."

He paused for effect.

"Yeah?" Lucas said at last in a deadpan tone, slowing down

the shovel.

"He had a birthmark on his forehead and I'm the only one of

twenty grandchildren that got it. It's up there under my hair. I'm

the only one of them ever amounted to anything."

He became excited as he spoke and raised his voice to a

hoarse shout. He recognized the fact that he was illuminating

Lucas with these precious scraps of history that were of astound-
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ing importance. He gripped his suspenders with his meaty hands,

admiring their rough and capable appearance. His hands had done

more work than anyone else he knew could shake a stick at, and
he cherished the memories of his accomplishments.

Finally a shallow moat formed around the harrow where
Lucas had smashed the briars into a temporary state of semi-

submission. He was breathing hard and his tee shirt cleaved to his

torso, revealing the gawky but sculpted form beneath. His smooth
face was striated with long thick scratches.

"Reckin we'll try and move it now," directed Mr,
Southerland in a business-like way, "and if it don't work you'll

have to dig some more."

He heaved himself onto the tractor and it came to life with

a mighty rattling roar. It spewed putrid smoke from the exhaust

pipe as Mr. Southerland shifted it into reverse, mashing on the gas

pedal. It jolted and bucked beneath him, the motor racing franti-

cally as it pulled with all its power. The harrow jerked free, uproot-

ing weeds and flinging debris into the air with its rotating claws.

Mr. Southerland whooped and rejoiced, revving the engine to a

triumphant clattering whine then let it die down. In his haste, he

attempted to dismount before his legs were properly engaged and
nearly toppled from the seat when his foot missed the side step.

Lucas lunged forward and caught his arm.

"I got it," Mr. Southerland grunted and the boy leaped

backward like a salamander poked with a sharp pencil.

The old man fished a five-dollar bill from his wallet and
presented it to Lucas ceremoniously. "You did good, boy. Back
when I was your age, a man sweated like a ox all day for less than

five dollars. I guarantee your grandpa didn't make that much in a

week. You're lucky."

Lucas's lip curled. 'Yep."

Mr. Southerland decided he would plow the field tomorrow.

His ears had begun to buzz and he was tired from all the excite-

ment. 'You need a ride home, boy?"

Lucas stared down the road. "Nah, I'll walk."

"Come on back tomorrow and we'll do some real work! I'll

let you drive the tractor and you can earn some more money for

that bicycle I bet you're saving up for."

"I'm saving up for a car," corrected Lucas without disguis-

ing the sneer in his voice. "I already got a bike."

"Ain't you something!" Mr. Southerland chortled, his face
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spreading like over-risen dough. "Bet you're gonna stop off and see

your gal on the way home! Don't you let her talk you into anything.

One minute you're rolling in the hay and the next you're standing

at that altar!"

Lucas did not deign to answer and was already gliding

swiftly down the gravel track. As he slid past the house, Mr.
Southerland hollered at him, "I'll wait on you tomorrow after

school!"

He stood watching Lucas vanish like an apparition around
the bend while the bloody sun oozed down below the mountain.
Flocks of skinny pink clouds collected, stretching out in ribbons

over the horizon like fresh scars across a man's back and absorbing

the last rays of dying light. Then, the evening closed in to heal the

sky and its complexion became once again perfect, a flawless shade
of navy blue.

Applauding himself for a job well done, he calculated how
long it would take to turn the side field tomorrow, and decided that

he might also get Lucas to fix the railings on the porch. He
shuffled back to the house as night came on and prepared a supper
of cold beans and toast. While he ate, he entertained visions of a

well-kept and productive farm, the Utopia it had once been. Per-

haps he would even plant tobacco again, now that he had a hired

hand to hoe it and pick it and twist it. He would Educate Lucas
and maybe the boy would turn out to be something.

After dinner, Mr. Southerland puttered around, being
suddenly stricken with an urge to restore some degree of dignity to

his home so that nobody could again make the mistake of thinking

Negroes lived there. He even went so far as to replace the dishes in

their cabinets and scrape melted candle-wax from the tabletop.

Untidiness, he reminded himself, makes a man look as though he
can't take care of himself, and this was the last thing he intended
his employee to conclude.

Mr. Southerland's wife had always kept the place orderly

and clean of her own accord, without his even having to direct her.

He had always felt that a woman should work as hard inside as a

man does outside, and to her credit, she had always been obedient

in the performance of her domestic duties. In her last year, though,

she had gone on strike. She'd wanted to invite the whole family

over for Thanksgiving, as it had been five years since they were all

together. She had asserted that it was her right to see her own
flesh and blood every now and again, but Mr. Southerland had
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stoutly refused. She'd given in after only one week, being unable to

tolerate the clutter and unsanitary conditions, and she had died

later that year without having seen any of the children. Mr.

Southerland did not allow himself to feel guilty about this fact

because it was not his fault she had been killed. The only thing

that had really been his fault was that he'd permitted her to get a

driver's license. He should have put his foot down.

Since she had been gone, he hadn't lifted a finger to pick up

after himself. A monument of cans had grown up in the hallway

and an inch of dust covered everything. Towers of papers and

scattered cigarette packs eclipsed the living room carpet and the

bedroom looked like a grenade had exploded there and blown

clothing into drifts on the floor. It was as though he expected his

wife's ghost to show up to do the housework, but she was evidently

on permanent strike. He discarded her old letters and garments

and the hideous knick-knacks she had placed on the shelves in the

kitchen. She had been a fanatical collector of tacky ceramic pig

figurines and ducks with bows around their necks. He'd always

wondered how she saw beauty in these kinds of objects, but he had

never asked her.

It is now three forty-five in the afternoon and Lucas has

still not come for his second day of work.

At four, Mr. Southerland unfolds himself from the cramped chair

and gets up, his knees quaking. He moves out to the porch so he

can watch for the boy, bringing the two glasses of water with him.

The sky is not as clear as it was the day before and bruised-looking

clouds are clotting over the mountain. He surveys the dirt road

like a near-sighted sniper, his muddy pupils motionless yet alert

beneath the Stetson.

Four-thirty rolls by, then four forty-five and still there is no sign of

the boy. Mr. Southerland wonders bleakly if Lucas has been kept

after school, but even if that were the case, he would still have

arrived by now. He lingers on the front steps until his hip tells him

it is five o'clock, and then he gathers his stiff body up and retreats

to the vacant kitchen. From his dismal post by the dingy little

window he sees the storm building. Like a forsaken stump, he sits

and watches the sheets of rain advance toward him at an alarming

pace. Angry thunder growls a final warning close by, then bolts of

lightning crack and flash like huge bull-whips lashing down at him

from the heavens. He flinches as they strike again and again

without mercy. It feels to him like the end of the world.
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Ruth Huffman
God
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Ruth Huffman
Letters From Home

I.

Dear Jessie,

I saw you today, golden

in the haymow that has gone so long

untouched by your hands.

You were whistling high by the fence line as

you raked the rows.

I heard you

singing alone in the tobacco barn, your young

voice ringing nails through the planks and

hanging from the eaves in crisp sheets,

the last of my last late harvest; my son,

I forgot you were gone. Today was the first frost.

I found your footprints crackling silver on the front steps,

then I called for you in every echoing

room of this empty house.

You are the last light

at midnight shining from the attic window into frozen velvet

black that covers the silent mountain and pastures and

lonely roads

with shivering grief.

I look for you

in the weak blue beam of a television

screen where wars are happening someplace,

wherever you are. The lamp flickers,

nearly goes out but doesn't.

I won't let it die,
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this one hope I have kept

burning and burning through the sad shadow days and
nameless months
that somewhere you are

still alive.

11.

You,

God,

looked away.

I

couldn't believe.

I

heard four planes crash.

I

smoked three cigarettes in a row.

I

saw two towers fall.

I

voted once.

I .^-'>

didn't again.

I

don't care.

I

won't watch.

I

stopped listening to

You.

III.

Dear Mr. President,

Everybody calls me Little Man but

I am not that small.

I am almost ten years old.
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Daddy says

I'm too young
to play with his pistol, but today

I found it

in the closet under the stairs

so I took it.

I can

hold steady.

I can

aim good.

I can

stay straight.

I shot

thirteen blackbirds.

I killed

five squirrels.

I'm taking

Daddy's pistol to school tomorrow

so I can show everybody.

IV.

Uncle Sam,
Hey motherfucker, I know what you're up to.

You can't fool me
with your bullshit speeches and church services and

flags at half mast-.

You don't give a damn.
I know how you are.

You think you can get away with anything,

don't you?

My old man croaked in Korea.

I went crazy in Vietnam.

My boy lost himself in Saudi Arabia,

puking up nerve gas

to feed your goddamn gas tank.
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(And if you think I'm gonna let anybody else in

my family get fucked up for you overseas,

you better think again, you sonofabitch.)

I vote with a bullet,

right in your ugly fucking head.

My eyes are red white and blue,

you got it?

I've had enough,

you hear me?

I said,

DO YOU HEAR ME?

Piss on your flag that takes my land

and taxes my sweat.

You have turned me into

a greasy smear by the side of the road.

Yeah, I once was alive but

now I just lie and wait for

someone to scrape me up from the pavement.

Just throw my broken body

back into the woods
where I belong.

V.

Dear Aunt Vera,

I am fine.

How are you?

It's like the Fourth of July here

but it's only September.

We stood in a row downtown and
waved flags at people driving by and
we shouted,

"God Bless America!"
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Everybody was all happy

and smiled at us,

except one lady was crying and couldn't stop.

We sang "The Star Spangled Banner" and

I thought how lucky we are to have

A vacation from school.

VI.

Dear Diary,

I have been crying all the time lately,

for no good reason.

But why are there so many reasons in the world?

Yesterday, I passed three homeless puppies lying

in the rain and I wanted to rescue them

(but I knew I wouldn't.)

I howled and mashed on the gas.

I found an old house

someone was burning down and I thought

what if I still lived there?

A child waved
the flag at me in front of the post office;

I laughed until I cried.

The sky today was such a clean, scrubbed blue,

it made me sick.

I couldn't stand the freshness of everything.

I just broke down.

I saw an ancient man leaning by the side of the road.

I could tell he was dying and I bet

nobody else noticed

and I wondered
what he had seen in his life that he can't tell anybody.

My mind smashed into so many pieces I will

never put them back together.

I sobbed for hours at the

vision of my own ghost
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face in the mirror; I couldn't get away from the image.

I trembled and shuddered at the radio,

wrecked and helpless and trying not to imagine

what has happened and what will happen to

all beautiful things.

I tried to escape into the mountains.

I staggered in tears

down the path, watching leaves falling one by one,

fluttering to the ground,

bodies tumbling from the clouds

in perfectly executed circles.
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